Abstract -In AI, different bionic inspired theories on memory have gained ground. On the one hand neuronal networks are often used to realize learning systems. On the other hand psychology influences engineers by introducing the models of implicit and explicit memory. While neurology leaves out the question how mental functions emerge out of the brain structure, psychology classifies information but does not make a statement on its structure. This article presents a psychoanalytic inspired approach on information representation introduced within the ARS project. A short overview on the ARS model is given and the psychoanalytic theory behind information representation is presented. The developed technical concept is introduced and a use case for testing the model is defined.
I. INTRODUCTION
HE ARS (Artificial Recognition System) project, which was founded at the Vienna University of Technology in 2003, deals with the modeling of human mind functionalities. It has the aim to introduce a new chapter in Artificial Intelligence (AI) [1, pp. 12 -17] . The roots of the project are located in the area of building automation. Its goal is to design a system which manages and processes received sensor data in a fast and adequate way. Ongoing work focuses on the development of a control unit for embodied autonomous agents. Their functionalities are tested in a game of artificial life -called the Bubble World (BW) -which is shown in Section IV. This way enables the testing of functionality in a flexible and inexpensive way. The aim of ARS is not only to process incoming sensor data within real time, but also to react on unknown situations. Beneath building automation, smart avatars for e-learning applications or computer game intelligence represent areas with similar demands. In contrast to problems like playing chess these issues cannot be solved with complex mathematical algorithms only -an approach, AI has followed for a long time. A system which is able to fulfill these requirements, like no other, is represented by the human being. The human mind may represent the best known biologic control system -even the most complex one. Regarding the status quo in science, two attributes are preconditions for enabling mammals to act in an intelligent way -embodiment [2] and emotional intelligence [3] . While the former one has already entered the world of AI, [4] , [5] the modeling as well as implementation of "emotions" are quite at the beginning [6] , [7] . In order to design a model of the human mind a close cooperation between engineers and representatives of human sciences is required. The ARS project is divided to two areas. One is dealing with the perception of sensor data and the fusion of this data to semantic symbols. The second one is dealing with the reasoning unit which processes these semantic symbols. While the perception bases on neurological as well as neuropsychoanalytic theories the reasoning unit bases on a rather new AI approach -psychoanalysis. Unlike projects as the Blue Brain Project [8] , the chosen path is not to reconstruct the brain structure in order to model and proof neurologic theories but to model human mind functionalities. The mapping between the brain structure and the structure of the mind is still an undiscovered area of research. Hence, a functional model, covering a wide range of human mind functions is used. Sigmund Freud's second topographical model provides this functional description [9] . In addition it merges above mentioned requirements for intelligent behaviorembodiment and emotions -in one theory. A detailed discussion of the modeling process is given in [10] . The article deals with the psychoanalytic inspired information representation of external sensor data -sensor data which the agent receives from the environment -and internal sensor data -sensor data which represents the internal system state -, and "experienced" information. As all processes, which are run by the reasoning unit, require information, the information structure is elementary for further work. Section II presents current state of the art in the area of memory models and their technical implementation. An introduction on psychoanalytic theory behind the presented information representation is given in Section III. Psychoanalytic definitions are discussed and translated to technical terms. Section IV introduces the test environment for the reasoning unit. A use case which bases on the proposed information representation system is discussed. It has to be kept in mind that this article focuses on the modeling of an information representation structure. As this includes the translation of psychoanalytic definitions to technical terms this task has to be strictly decoupled . from the implementation, which will be discussed in future work.
II. PRELIMINARY WORK
A well known approach for a bionic inspired memory model for autonomous agents represents the psychological and neurological theories. There exist numerous subcategories of memory which are listed within this theory. Hence, the different implementations focus on a particular memory module only, which may result in bad influence on the model consistency to the basic theory. Implementations of episodic memory and semantic memory are the most common one. They base on the theories of E. Tulving [11] and A. Baddeley [12] . Approaches taking the episodic memory as archetype can be found in Tecuchi [13] , or Ho [14] . J. Laird's, A. Newell's and Paul Rosenbloom's SOAR architecture, which is introduced in [15] , is designed to implement procedural and declarative memory, besides episodic one. The model of memory as a "storehouse", which perfectly fits to engineering implementations which use databases, is denounced in [5] . R. Brooks [4] , R. Pfeifer and J. Bongard are representatives of the idea that embodiment allowing interaction with the world is a requirement for designing smart systems. Pfeifer introduces the "complete agent perspective" by declaring that memory is the result of sensory stimulation and correlations between these sensors. In [16] , Bovet et al. show an autonomous agent -AMOUSE -which connected neurons because of correlations between sensor signals. They show the emerging of a behavior out of these connections and interpret them as the robot's memory. This method was refined in [17] . We go conform to the idea that memory is highly dependent on interaction with the outer world, but, however, also on stimuli from the inside. In contrast to [16] the proposed ARS model factors an internal "system demand" in its concept. As it is hard to define memory -memory emerges and cannot be defined in single functionalities -this article deals with the representation of information. A common theory, which is also supported by the psychoanalytic idea of memories, states that sensor data is processed in terms of symbols. In [18] , the interconnection between neurons and semantic symbols is depicted, by the use of a new technical element -the so-called neuro-symbol. In 2008, a memory module, which bases on the episodic approach [19] , was implemented to the pre-version of the actual ARS model. Due to the reasons which are mentioned above, a new approach for the specification of the information structure is used. As explained in [10] a new paradigm within the ARS project is the use of psychoanalytic theory for modeling the proposed reasoning unit. Psychoanalysis introduces a different approach to the modeling of an information structure. This article focuses on the engineering model of this theory, which has been introduced to the ARS project in [20] the first time. However, the topic of memory and information retrieving represents the border between psychoanalysis and other sciences like psychology or neurology. Hence, an interconnection between these sciences has to be found. Neuropsychoanalysis defines this task as an aim. It discusses the perception of sensor data and the remembering of experiences. This theory was already modeled in [19] , and ongoing work focuses on combining this model with the current ARS model -given that, it fits to psychoanalytic theory.
III. MODELLING OF MEMORIES
The psychoanalytic model of information representation forms the base for the modeling process.
A. Definitions
This subsection covers psychoanalytic terms, which are necessary for an understanding of the sections below.
1) Drive "[...]the psychical representative of the stimuli originating within the organism and reaching the mind, as a measure of the demand made upon the mind for work in consequence of its connection with the body". [21]
Translated to engineering terms, this definition says that the drive is a theoretical construct. It is represented by raw internal sensor data on the one hand and information, which the control unit is able to process, on the other. The psychic representation of a drive is composed by symbols, which are called affects, and according thing-presentations -see Subsection C.
2) Drive Source The drive source is the organ which signals the so called bodily need. Bodily stimuli are sent to the brain and initialize a demand. [10, pp. 57-58] 3) Drive Object The initialized demand needs to get discharged by the use of the so called drive object. [10, pp. 57 ] Hence, the drive object is an object used to reduce the intensity of sensor stimuli. A typical "bodily need" in engineering terms is a low energy level of an agent. In this case a recharging station represents the drive object.
B. ARS Model
The ARS model bases on Sigmund Freud's second topographical model of the human mind [9] . The functional description as well as the fact that it covers a wide area of human mind functions qualified it to be used in the ARS project. The model is designed by the use of a top-down approach, dividing the starting module -the mind -to its functionalities. As a result, layers are formed which describe the functionality of the upper layer in more detail. A discussion of the modeling procedure as well as a detailed description of the different layers can be referred in [10] , [22] . A detailed description of interfaces between the functional blocks is given in [23] . Fig. 1 shows the first layer of the model. The mind is divided in three instances which are named ID, EGO, and SUPER-EGO. These three modules form a control loop, influenced by external sensor data, internal sensor data, as well as already experienced and stored information.
1) ID The ID module receives internal sensor data which represents the system state. It evaluates and processes it to the "psychic" representation of the drive. Afterwards, the obtained information is passed on to the EGO where it influences the decision making process. The priority of the information, which is defined by the associated affectsee Subsection C -has to reach a certain limit, in order to get processed by the EGO module.
2) SUPER-EGO The SUPER-EGO module represents a database of bans and commandments. These databases are predefined by the developer, regarding safety critical situations -defined bans -and scenarios representing the action handling for predefined situations. As shown in Fig. 1 the SUPER-EGO receives information on the system's environment from the EGO. Information from the ID is not included. Based on its database, the SUPER-EGO retrieves an operation for handling the current situation and replies it to the EGO.
3) EGO Finally the EGO calculates a "decision" for further action handling in respect to environmental data and to the demands of the two co-modules -the ID and the SUPER-EGO. The result is sent to the actuator control which manages the system's actuators. All information transferred between ID, EGO, and SUPER-EGO bases on the information representation structure, which is explained below. Internal and external sensor data is represented as raw sensor data first, and arrives at the reasoning unit converted into symbols, by the use of a structure of neuro-symbols [18] -see Subsection C. The information flow between the reasoning unit and the agent body occurs in the form of commands which are interpretable by the actuator control. The according conversion takes place within the reason unit's actuator interface -see [10] .
C. Memory-symbols
Section I mentions a distinction of the ARS project in two main parts -the perception system and the reasoning unit. Both take the human being as an archetype, whether they differ in the theories they base on. While psychoanalysis was chosen as theory for modeling a reasoning unit, neuroscientific and neuropsychologic research findings were used for developing a model on humanlike perception [18] . This model propagates a hierarchical perception process. At the lowest -pre-wired -layer, raw sensor data is fused to symbols of one sensory typetactile, audio, olfactory, visual, and taste. These symbols are called neurosymbols and are merged with neurosymbols, which contain other types of sensor data, in upper layers -see Fig. 2 . Like it is shown in Fig. 2 the resulting symbols -called multimodal symbols in [18] are forwarded to the reasoning unit. These symbols can represent objects combining all types of sensor data, but also symbols of one type only like e. g. shape, color or size in case of visual information. Actual the model in [18] discusses the perception process of external sensor data. A theory on the perception of internal sensor data by regarding emotional evaluation of perceptual images is drafted, but will remain for further work. This article deals with the representation and processing of these symbols within the reasoning unit. Psychoanalytic theory does not distinct information depending on its kind of type -like semantic or episodic. It defines three basic modules which describe the information structure itself. These three modules are named affect, thing-presentation and word-presentation. Without exception, the information flow between the modules ID, EGO, and SUPER-EGO consist out of them.
1) Thing-presentation "… corresponds to sensorial characteristics of an object and is mainly processed in the ID." [10, pp. 426] Sensorial characteristics are grouped to visual, taste, audio, olfactory, and tactile information. E. g. visual information corresponds to object attributes like color, shape, or size. In general a combination of these and other types of sensory information represents a thingpresentation. However any of these attributes can represent one thing-presentation on their own. In addition, scenarios of innate or early learned motion sequences, like go, eat, or carry, are thing-presentations too, even more complex one. Regarding to psychoanalysis they can be observed as a whole but cannot be segmented to their symbolic components [24] .
2) Word-presentation … refers to the description of an object by the use of a set of symbols, like e. g. verbal expression in case of humans [25] . Hand gestures or combinations of sounds can be word-presentations too. A word-presentation merges the concept of an object -a conglomerate of associated thingpresentations and affects -to one term. However the "meaning" of an object remains in the underlying concept and cannot be found in the word-presentation. They are processed in the EGO only and form the basis for thinking and communication. On the other hand, every process in the EGO deals only with information that is associated to a word-presentation. 
3) Affect "… is the qualitative form of drive energy in all its
variations." [10, pp. 416] There exist a number of psychoanalytic affect theories. Due to discussions, the proposed model defines the term affect as the drive-demand's intensity. This definition is geared to [25] . It is assigned to a thing-presentation which represents the "type" of the affect. Without an associated thing-presentation the affect will lack on its meaning and hence, on its influence for further processing. An emotion is a special type of affect as it is always connected with a word-presentation. According to psychoanalytic theory word-presentations are processed by the EGO only. In case of deletion of the association, the emotion becomes an affect and is returned to the ID. Like emotions, feelings are affects connected with a wordpresentation. However, the word-presentation is activated. Activation can be understood in terms of increasing the priority of a thing-presentation for the further process. This is a condition not applied to an emotion and influences the state of consciousness. According to psychoanalysis, pleasure and un-pleasure are the first, innate affects. They form the base for additional affects like happiness [26] , sorrow, anger, surprise, interest, and disgust [27] , and emotions, and feelings. In general thing-presentations, which represent the drive object, are associated to the affect too. This model results in a rather simple model of information representation -compared to numerous different memory types in psychological and neurologic theory. Hence it leaves some open questions which have to be answered for the technical implementation. Below, the three basic modules are summarized in the term "memory-symbol".
D. Memory Traces
As defined in [10, pp. 424] a memory trace describes a "… psycho-physiological concept of the modality of representing memories in the mind. […] They are preserved permanently until they are reactivated, once they have been assigned". Affects, thing-presentations, and word-presentations represent memory traces on their own, but can also be combined to a new one. As the psychoanalytic concept of a memory trace describes every memory itself, it represents a quiet generic definition for the use in engineering terms. Hence the term memory-cloud is defined. Thing-presentations and affects can be associated to each other in case of concurrent appearance. These associations are weighted depending on the number of concurrent appearances. If these connections exceed a certain level of weight, the connected memory-symbols form a memory-cloud. A memory-cloud can be associated with a word-presentation but can also stay without one. It represents the network of memory-symbols which ground the word-presentation to the environment. Fig. 3 shows this process. An affect and its associated thingpresentation -this combination is named as A -is associated with the thing-presentation B. The memorysymbols which form a memory-cloud are associated with the word-presentation C. The links between the memorysymbols are labeled with their weight. The memorysymbols of one memory-cloud can be connected to external memory-symbols -less weight -and intersect with different memory-clouds. Hence, it is possible that the activation of a memory-symbol results in an activation of additional memory-symbols or complete memoryclouds. Two groups of activations are differentiated for the proposed information representation model.
E. Activation of Memory-Symbols
If the reasoning unit receives a symbol, it will be compared to already existing memory-symbols. Regarding the ARS model, template images [28] , which represent a collection of symbolized sensor data describing certain situations, are predefined in certain memory-clouds [19] . The perceived symbols form an image of the current situation and are compared to these memory-clouds. If these images do not match a predefined image within a specified probability it is stored as new template image. The activation process is explained on the base of symbol activation. Memory-clouds are activated by exceeding a specific percentage of activated memory-symbols which are included. If a memory-cloud is activated, it is passed on to further processing. Two groups of activation are specified.
1) Direct and Indirect Activation A memory-symbol is directly activated if it matches with an incoming symbol. Only thing-presentations and affects can be directly activated as they are received from the internal and external sensory system. The affect triggers an activation level which influences the indirect activation of memory-symbols. If a word-presentation is activated, all memory-symbols within the associated memory-clouds are activated too. If two memory-symbols are directly activated at the same time the weight of their connection increases. The weight between two memory-symbols is modeled by exponential decreasing to time [19] . Freud first expected the connections between memory-symbols remain unmodified. Today the plasticity of memoryclouds is common knowledge and can be integrated in Freud's theory -also because psychoanalysis rethought this theory of static memories too. Associations can be deleted, unlike memory-symbols, which remain in the memory. A memory-symbol is indirectly activated if it is activated by a direct activated memory-symbol. In contrast to direct activation, indirect activation does not result in a weight Fig. 3 Configuration of a memory-cloud increase of an association between memory-symbols. This process is explained in the following example. As shown in Fig. 3 the sum of the reciprocal values of the connection weights between memory-symbol A and B, and B and D, result in a value of 0.45. If the intensity of the directly activated affect exceeds 0.45 not only B but also thingpresentation D will be activated -otherwise D remains in the system memory. The affect quantifier is appointed by the intensity of the drive source. The memory-symbol at the end of a high weighted connection does not need the same amount of affect quantifier as a low weighted connection.
2) Internal and External Activation Internal activation means the activation of memorysymbols by a drive, which is represented by an affect and a thing-presentation. The connection between both is nonweighted -see Fig. 3 . This means that both memorysymbols are activated in parallel. An affect indirectly activates other symbols in dependence to its intensity and its connection weights. If the drive demand gets influenced -the affect changes -by an object, the internal representation of the object gets associated to the affect. If the influence is a positive one, the object represents a drive object and is associated to the affect. If there does not exist a drive object, the object will be associated directly as primary drive-object. The term primary driveobject is a used notation for modeling only and not a psychoanalytical term. For example, the mother's milk would be the first driveobject which reduces the hunger stimuli. On and on, objects get to be known which have similar consequences to the drive and therefore will be associated to the primary drive-object. A memory-symbol is externally activated by external sensor signals. Thing-presentations are activated directly while affects and word-presentations can only experience an indirect external activation.
F. Scenarios and Temporal Dependence
Future work deals with the integration of the introduced information representation system to scenario recognition. An approach is shown in [19] , even on the base of episodic memory. A short outlook is given here. A sequence of memory-clouds, which are discussed above, form a scenario, which support the system in its action handling -e. g. it should be possible to admit already "experienced" failures or to repeat successful operations. In Section IV and V an example on a path finding scenario is given. Temporal dependence between the different images is defined by word-presentations. An adequate algorithm for comparing incoming images with predefined memory-clouds -also known as template images -is introduced in [29] . Section IV introduces the test environment, where the concept of memory-symbols should be implemented to.
IV. TEST ENVIRONMENT
To stimulate the implementation of the proposed concept for information representation of perceived data, a virtual test environment has been designed. In the history of AI, several models of the mind have been embedded into an artificial life simulation environment for test purpose. One of the first thought experiments was the 'Fungus Eater'-scenario depicted in [30] and one of the most recent implementation the Psi-Theory described in [31] . The main goal of the created simulation environment was to place the proposed model into a simulated, embodied, robot-like agent that is able to interact with a simplified 2-dimensional environment as it is shown in Fig. 4 . The simulation is based on the fast discrete-event multiagent simulation library MASON [32] , a Java-project developed by the Georg Mason University. It provides a 2D framework for handling and scheduling multi-agents within an environment. In addition it supports collision handling with an implemented, efficient and lightweight 2D physics engine. Within the actual simplified environment, which bases on a demo-project in MASON, several static and movable objects are situated. Obstacles, visualized as stones in Fig. 4 , are static and can be used as landmarks for the agents. Energy sourcesrepresented by small circles -are moveable and have to be collected to recharge the agent's energy level. They can be consumed on demand. The big circle represents a simple animal agent that can be hunted by a team of agents and then serves as an energy source too. There are two types of intelligent agents in the environment that have the goal to survive as long as possible: artificial and human controlled agents. In Fig.4 there are two artificial controlled agents that are competing against one human controlled agent. The artificial agents are using the proposed model implemented in their decision unit to perceive the environment through visual, tactile and odometric sensors. Taste, olfactoric and audio sensors are proposed but have not been implemented yet. The agents are able to interact with their environment with their gripper arms -to hold and release objects -and their mouth -for consuming energy resources. For movement, the agent has the same degrees of freedom as a two-wheeled robot -it can move forward and backward and rotate in both directions. The human controlled agent allows a human operator to interact with the virtual environment too. Using the keyboard, the agent can be navigated manually through the scene, disturbing or cooperating with the autonomously acting, artificial agents.
Fig. 4 Test environment
As mentioned above, stones with different shapes are randomly placed into the environment. They are the main test-component for the use-case, defined to test the proposed model of information representation. Initially, the agent does not have any information about the environment. It is only able to perceive objects that are in the scope of the visual sensor. Using different patterns of exploring the environment, the agent suddenly perceives the first object in form of a sensory image that is assigned to a memory-cloud. With the corresponding thingpresentations including color, shape, size and the occurring affects like happiness or interest, the perceived data is stored and linked together. In a further step, this data structure is -after satisfying several restrictions of the implementation of a SUPER-EGO -assigned to a word presentation. In a first attempt, the word-presentations are already predefined and if a combination of perceived thing-presentations and affects are matching with a predefined template, the corresponding word-presentation is set. As an example, if the agent perceives thingpresentations that are representing a round, gray, solid object of medium size, a connection is made to the wordpresentation "Stone A". By doing so, the agent is able to memorize new discovered objects in the environment and recognize already perceived objects if it returns the next time. The issue of identifying an object that is looking different from another direction is bypassed by the usage of a "perfect sensor" that detects the same properties from any angle. Since the agent is totally, autonomously navigating without the information of its absolute position in the form of field-coordinates (comparable to a GPS coordinate), it can only use the information of the odometric sensor to remember the past path and to connect different locations together. In a first attempt, a path from e.g. Stone A to Stone B is divided into a few but most distinctive segments. These segments are mapped to the corresponding thing-presentations including affects that have been experienced during the path's segment. A corresponding word-presentation-chain for the path could be: heading straight north for a distance of 5 steps, then rotate to west and move straight for further 3 steps. The term north is used to indicate the necessity of an individual reference direction the agent is aware of. This reference position is based upon the initial direction of the agent. Due to the simulated uncertainty of the odometric sensor, the reference position is altered during runtime. Past assumptions and knowledge is therefore also occupied with an error. In further research, the size of the environment and the number of objects and possible actions will be increased. However, the focus of the research work lies on the proposed concept of information representation, where thing-presentations, word-presentations and corresponding affects are building a new semantic network in robotontologies. Self-localization is only seen as a testapplication for this model.
V. RESULTS
Using the simulation environment and the use-case for recognition of previously perceived object and selflocalization, thing-presentations, word-presentations and affects were connected to a psychoanalytically inspired semantic web, representing the knowledge of an autonomous, embodied agent. This knowledge consists of different types of objects and an estimation of how the objects are aligned in relative coordinates. Fig. 5 shows the information representation within the agent's memory during the scenario which is described in the previous section. Thing-presentations are always connected to the corresponding affects, generically named as Af 1 to Af 8 in the figure. Since the types of thing-and word-presentations have been predefined, the result lies in the alignment and connection of those representations during the simulation runtime. In future research, the performance of object recognition in the information representation model has to be tested and compared to other implementation approaches such as [14] .
VI. CONCLUSION
This article discusses a psychoanalytic inspired model for information representation. This model bases on three components, which are called thing-presentation, wordpresentation, and affects, labeled as memory-symbols. The psychoanalytic type of information representation does not contradict the common used psychological oneimplicit, explicit memory. Both can be converted to the other. The distinction to the type of information is a generally accepted one and for sciences like neurology or psychology a legitimate one. However for the area of engineering it raises some questions as implicit or explicit information only defines an attribute of the information but does not make a statement on its structure which is quite more interesting in this field. An open question is also to define a way which enables the system to classify data. On the other side, the psychoanalytic inspired way of information representation defines a rather simple information structure. Future work has to show the performance of the model on the base of the example which is given in Section IV. The concept of scenario recognition has to be refined and implemented. A way to focus on incoming symbol data will be introduced on the base of the drive concept.
